The selection, management and use of mobile

elevating work platforms
HSE

information sheet

lntroduction
This information sheet is aimed at those who select,
specify, manage and operate mobile elevating work

platforms (MEWPS).
It tells you what you should consider before selecting
a MEWP to gain access to work at height and the
risks that need to be assessed and managed while the

MEWP is in use.
All types of MEWPs are covered by this guidance,
including ones that are:

I
I
I
I

vertical'scissor' lift;
self-propelled boom;
vehicle-mounted boom; and
trailer-mounted boom.

This information sheet has been produced in
consultation with the Strategic Forum for Plant Safety
- MEWP Safety Group.

What the law requires
The Work at Height Regulations 2005 require an
assessment to be canied out before starting any
work at height. lf the assessment determines that the
work can be carried out in a way that avoids having
someone working at height then this must be done.

However, if the assessment confirms that there is no
alternative to working at height then the work must
be properly planned and organised in advance by a
competent person to ensure that the most suitable
work equipment is chosen.
When choosing the most suitable work equipment,
you must follow the fall protection hierarchy. This
states the order in which protective measures should
be considered to prevent and mitigate the risks when
working at height cannot be avoided.

Figure'1 Operating a MEWP near overhead structures

focuses on minimising the overtuming risks associated
with mobile work equipment such as MEWPs. This
is particularly relevant when considering the ground,
environmental and operating conditions that the
MEWP may experience.

The Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment
Regulations 1998 (LOLER) require that all lifting
operations are to be planned by a competent
person and that any equipment used for lifting or
lowering loads or people (including MEWPs)should
be of adequate strength and stability and thoroughly
examined at regular intervals thereafter.

The Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations
1998 (PUWER) require the risks from using equipment
at work to be prevented or controlled and specifically
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Assessing the risk

r

IVEWPS are designed to provide a safe work platform
for temporary work at height. ln relation to the fall

r

protection hierarchy, they are consjdered to be work
equipment that can prevent a fall.
It is important that those responsible jor selecting,
specifying and managing MEWPS on site (the
competent person) undersiand the risks associated
with the use of a MEWP so they can advise on the
precautions required to eliminate or control those
risks. Planning is crucial to their safe operation and
the stages below are designed to help you with your
planning.

Vvhat interface is there with othervehicles and
pedestrians and are there any unusual issues, eg
aircraft, rail traffic, public highway?
V\hat fuel type is allowed on site and where will
refuelling take place?

Managing the risk
Once you have chosen the most suitable type and
size of MEWP for the job you need to look at the
hazards associated with using it, assess the risK and
identify convol measures to develop a safe working
method. The following areas should be considered.
Delivery to and collection from site

Selection criteria
There are many different types of MEWP with various
rated capacities, working heights and outreaches.

Think about what size of delivery vehicle or vehiclemounted N.4EWP will need access to site or whether a
seltpropelled MEWP will have to be off-loaded on the
public highway. You should liaise with your supplier/
haulage company on the following matters:

Before you decide which type of L4EWP is the most
suitable for the job, think about the following (this list is
not exhaustive):

r
r
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What work needs to be done?
At what stage in the job will the MEWP be needed
and wtrat will the ground conditions or supporting
structure be like at that stage (ie rough, prepared,
poured slab, finished sudace etc)?
What access is there onto the site to deliverrcolleci
a MEWP and to travel it to and from the work
location?
\ryhat terain and gradient will the MEWP have to
cross to get to the work position and is operator
visibility and segregation adequate for the
manoeuvre?
Are there any overhead power lines or
subtenanean hazards on site to be avoided?
How much space is available to position and
operate the MEWP at the work posilion?
What is the maximum ground bearing capacity at
the work area and along the roule lo and from the

I
I

Whal tjme of day will be mosl appropriate?
Will the [/EWP need to be reversed off the delivery
vehicle or, if vehicle-mounted, reversed onto site?
What size of turning circle will be needed?
Who will meet the delivery drivef
It you have to unload/reload the MEWP on
the public highway, this still forms part ot your
undertaking and will require adequate control
measures to protecvsegregate pedestrians and
other road users during lhese manoeuvres.
ls the lighting adequate or is more required?
ls the ground capacity suitable? Are there manhole
covers or other fealures that must be avoided?

Storage/charging area
Wherever possible, keep MEWPS in a secure
compound or in a designated area with the engine or
motor switched off, the working platform lowered to its
parked position and ihe brakes applied. lf it has to be
parked on a gradient, the wheels should be chocked.

wod< positions?

How many people need to be litted?
What is the required safe worting load (SWL) ofthe
machine?

What height and outreach are required?
Wi the MEWP be expected to move in the
elevated position?
Are there likely to be any overhead structures that

the operator could be crushed against?
Are there any materials to be lifted and if so what is
their weighvshape/length?

Recharging electrically powered MEWPs should
be canied out in an area that is protected from the
elements.
It is the MEWP users responsibility to make sure
that the MEWP cannot be used by unauthorised
persons. Different options for isolating machines and
preventing unauthorised use are being developed by
manufacturers and hirers and you may wish to discuss
what would work best lor you with your supplier.

Are material handling devices required?
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Positioning before and during work
Consider the following:

the maxjmum weight of the MEWP and the maximum
point load lhat il could exert on the floor. Has enough
time been allowed for the concrete to cure?

r

Adverse weather

I
I
I
I
I
r
I

f

I

What type of ground will the MEWP have to travel
across before reaching its work position, eg hard,
firm, soft, sloping, uneven tenain, soft spots, kerbs,
subteffanean hazards (such as ianks, cellars and
culverts, inspection covers, sewers and se{vice
trenches), paved areas, footpaths, watedogged
areas, frozen ground etc?
ls a banksman or vehicle marshaller required when
moving the MEWP across the site to its wod<
position?
Will a wander lead be utilised and, if so, is it long
enough to keep the operator at a sate distance?
ls the ground sufficiently level at the wod< location?
What is the ground bearing capacity at the work
position and along the route to and trom it? ls there
enough space for the outriggers to be deployed?
What js the maximum point load (under a wheel,
outrjgger orjack pad)? Are spreader plates
required?
Will the MEWP have to pass beneath any overhead
power lines? lf so, is there enough clearance and
has the area been demarcated?
Will the |\4EWP have to be lifted into position by
crane? Are the |\,4E1VP lifting points well indicated
and is the weight of the L4EWP and radius of lift
known? ls there an Appointed Person to plan
the lift?
Will the MEWP have to operate on ground fioor
slabs or slabs at other levels in the structure? Has
the risk of the I/EWP running otf the edge of a
ground floor slab onto soft ground or off the edge
ot an elevated floor slab been considered? How
will the risk be controlled?
Have segregation/control measures been
considered to prevent the MEWP encroaching jnto
or over live vehicle or pedestrian routes?

Temporary works (ground conditions and
supporting structures)
The person in control ot the site should supply
relevant information about the ground bearing
capacity, terrain, gradient, base area, load bearing
capabilrty of supporting structures and any localised
ground features, such as trenches, manholes and
uncompacted bacKill, which could lead to overturning.
BS 5975:2008 Code of Pnctice for temporary works
procedures and the permlSs/b/e stress design ol
fu/seu/ork provides more detail on temporary works
and the elements thal should be included.
lf operating on a precast or cast in-situ concrete slab,

request the slab loading limits from the person in
control of the site and check how thjs compares with

Think about wet, cold and windy weather.

I
I
I
I
I
I

ls the MEWP designed only for indoor use or can it

be used outdoors?
What is the manufacturer's maximum wind speed
in which the [,4EWP can operate safely?
How will the wind speed be checked (usually with
an anemometer) and by whom?
ls the NiIEWP being operated between buildings
where increased wind speed ancl/or turbulence
can be a particular problem?
What about the potential lor wind chill, which can
affect the operator's dexterity and concentration?
lf using a MEWP rated as 'indoor only' think about
wind exposure, eg in a partially clad building or
where large doors are open at both ends of a fully
clad building.

Falling fiom the platform
One of the biggest risks when using boom-type
platforms is being thrown out of the basket if the
boom swings, jolts or tilts away from the machine,s
centre ot gravity (this can occur when lravelling in a
N4EWP), or if the operalor overreaches (usually by
standing on the guard rails). Other causes can be
impact by other vehicles or snagging the boom or
basket on obslructions. The precautions described in
this guidance are designed to minimise the chances
of this happening bul any risk assessment must still
consider the use of personal fall prevention equipment.
Where there is a risk of impact or someone falling
from a boom-type MEWP, those people should wear
appropriate fall prevention equipment.
The prefened option is to stop the person falling from
the work platform by using a work restraint system. A
work restraint system should normally consist of a fullbody hamess (BS EN 361) connected to a lanyard (BS
EN 354) which is connected to an anchor point on the
N/EWP basket. From the anchor point, the lanyard
lsngrth should bo short €nough to prcvent a
person r€aching a position where they could tall,
The lanyard may contain an energy-absorbing device
(BS EN 355), but should still only be used as part of a
worl< restraint system.

Do not use retractable type fall anesters (BS EN 960)
unless they are suitable and have been specifically
tested in the proposed manner of use.
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Figure 2 ftamples of secondary guarding devices

For information about restraint systems used in
arlcoricuhure and forestry, refer to the HSE leaflet
Mobile elwating wotu flatforms MEIlft) for tree work
AFAG4O3.

Working next to, or over water must be assessed
to identify whether the greatest rlsk of injury to the
operator is from falling from the MEWP basket or
drowning, if the MEWP falls into the water. The
decision can then be made as to whether it is most
appropriate to wear a hamess to address the hll risk
or whether a harness should not be wom due to the
risk of drowning. Life jackets, not hamesses should be
wom where there is a risk of drowning'

Overhead hazads
Look for any overhead hazards such as power lines'
steel beams, pipe bridges, arches or trees and trake
account of any risks th€y present and any control
measures needed.

Trapping/cntshing agninst ovedpad and adiacent
obstructions
When operating a MEWP where there are adjaeent or
overhead structures, it is possible tlnt the operator
could be tr:apped or crushed against those structures'
This entrapment can resuh in serious, sometimes fatal
injury.
lf there are structures against which an operator could
be trap@ or crushed, consirJer selecting a MEWP
fitted with a secondary guarding d€i/ice u/hich will
prevent, or mitigate against the consequences of
trapping or crushing (see Figure 2).

For further guidance, see Best pnactice guidance
for MEI/Ps and MEl,lPs - Guidarre on secondary
guarding devrbes avaihble to reduce the isk of
Further reading).
mtnpment iniury

(w

Extra care must be taken if MEWPs are used to
manoeuwe up through steelwork, service ducts or
other obstacles as there is a risk of the operator

being trapped between the basket and sunounding
structures. This risk increases when the number of
levels the MEWP operates through increases, and
when clearance is reduced due to materials being
loaded onto the lower levels.

fitted with proportional controls to allow
smooth operation and movement of the platform.
There can be an element of 'run-on' when the controls
are released abruptly, which may mean the platform
continues to move for a short time after the controls
have been released. Therefore, particular care must be
taken when working close to overhead structures to
avoid the impact and possible risk of crushing'
MEVVPS are

Manozuwing the basket with the operator crouched
over the control panel to try to avoid overhead
obstructions is dangerous and should not be done.
Site traffic and Personnel
Think about how the MEWP interacts with other site
traffic and personnel.

I
I
I
r

I

Does the ope€tor have limited visibility' particularty

during reversing? ls a banksman required?
\A/hat is required in terms of vehicle route signage'
pedestrian and vehicle segregation baniers' @nes,
crossings etc?
ls there a risk of trapping other workers between
the counterweight and an adjacent structure during
sleriving?

Are people below protected from the risk of
oblects falling from the basket? The first prionty
should be to keep people out of the area but, if it is
necessary to have people working in an area where
they could be at risk of being struck by a falling
object, you must put controlmeasures in place' eg

toollanyards.
When working in an area used by other workers
orvehicles, the entire MEWP work area (based
on required outreach distances and not just base
structure footprint) should be banicaded using
cones and warning signs etc.
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How many lifting devices are working in the area
and is there any risk thev could collide with each
other?
Does any part of the MEWP protrude out of the
confines of the work area? Note: you must never
boom over live traffic.
Are you working within 6 km of an aerodromey'
airfield using a MEWP in excess ot 10 m in height?
lf so, you should contact the airlield manager for
permission to work in that air space.

Handling mderials
lf MEWPS are to be used to install materials, it is
essential to know the weight and dimensions of
those materials and to properly consider any manual
handling and load distribution issues.

Boom-type MEWPs generally have smaller baskets
and lower lift capacities than scissortype MEWPs
and their platforms can 'bounce' at height due to lhe
boom structure flexing. This may make them less
suitable to use for insialling long or heavy materials,
or bullsy materials that may obstruct the control panel.
lvlaterials should never be balanced on the handrails
of a MEWP. lnstead, you should consider using a
second boom-type MEWP, a scissor lift, a cr€lne or
a telehandler of appropriate capacity in conjunction
with an appropriate material handling attachment
where necessary (see Figure 3). The combination ot
a MEWP used for access, with other plant to handle
the materials, reduces the risk ol overtuming and
minimises the risk of injury due to manual handling.
Remember, all people, tools, materials and material
handling devices add to the safe working load of the
machine. Never disable the platform ovedoad system.
Where the overload alarm has been activated or
movement functions have cut out due 1o ovedoad,
remove the overioad immediately if possible before
attempting to recover the machine.

you plan the work properly, the need for outreach
may be avoided by, for example, preparing or
reinstating the ground conditions in the area directly
beneath planned overhead work or by adjusting the
work schedule to delay lhe construction of low level
structures until work overhead has been completed.
It

Exiting the work plattotm at height

Figure 3 A MEWP fitted with a material handling device

Exiting the basket at height should be striclly
controlled and may only be undertaken where a
rigorous risk assessment canjed out as pan of
planning the job indicates that this is the safest
and most effective means of accessing a particular
location.
Further information can be found in BS 8460:2005
Annex B Guidance on safe systerns of work for exiting
the wo* platform at hetght.

Pre-use checks and machine faults
The trained operator is responsible for canying out
a basic daily/pre-use function check. ln addition,
there will be basic maintenance required by the
manufacturer. Records oI these checks should be
kept.
The operator should also be fully aware of the
procedure their employer expects them to follow
should they identify a fault with the MEWP, eg isolate
the controls, tag the machine and report the de{ect to
the person in control.

Thorough examination
l'/EWPs, and any malerial handling devices must be
thoroughly examined at least every six months by a
competent person, or at an increased frequency in
accordance with an examination scheme drawn up by
such a competent person. You should ask to see and
retain the report of the thorough examination for the
equipment you are going to allow to be used on your

MEWPS are specifically designed to lift people to a

site.

position where they can carry out work lrom the work
platform and then retum to the starting level. They are
not intended to be used to transfer people lrom one
level to another or for people to exit the basket
at height.

Training and certification
It is the employers responsibility lo ensure that all
[,{EWP operators have been adequately trained.
5
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legal

Atthough specifrc courses are not a strict
requirement, there are recognised schemes available.
Once the training and assessment has
successlully completed, the operator is given a training
certificate or card, which clearly identifles the operator
and lists the categories of MEWP they are trained
to operate. This document can be updated as the
operator undergoes {urther training on different types/
sizes of MEWP. You should check the expiry date of
the training certificate or

been

card.

areas
the
the

For trained operators who have to access
where the risk of entrapment is increased due to
proximity of adjacent or overhead structures,
employer should check whether the operator's training
is sufficient or whether additional training is required.
The additional training is designed lo make operators
more aware of how to operate lVEWPs in lhese higher
risk environments and reduce the risk of entrapment.

All of the above information can be found in the
operalors manual which should be supplied with the
machine.
All familiarisations should be recorded.

Emergency and fescue procedure
The emergency and rescue plan should identify
nominated, trained, site-based personnel who would
be available to lower the work platform using the
ground conlrols or emergency descent system,
situated at the base ol the machine, should the
elevated operator experience diffculties. These people
should be included in the familiarisalion for the specific
machines being used on site and should be given
the opportunity to practice the emergency rescue
procedure at regular intervals.

Operators using material handling attachments should The plan should also include the calFout details for the
have received additional training in accordance
service engineer or other person who is competent
the attachment manufacturer's recommendations. and authorised to lower the work platform in the event
oI an emergency or a machine maffunction.
Operators and any oiher person being lifted by the
|\4EWP will need instruction in the conect itting and
use of the harness, lanyard, rescue equipment
Personal protective equipment
the procedures for periodic inspection, maintenance
and storage of fall protection PPE (especially
Operatives should wear the following, where
equipment). For funher information, refer lo lnspecting appropriate, following risk assessment:
fall arrest equiryent made from webbing or rope (se
Further
a hard hat (with or without a chin strap);

with

and
textile

information).

I
I
Depending on the activity being undertaken you may I
also require a competent person to supervise the
I
|\,4EWP operations on site. Again, although specific
courses are not a strict legal requirement, there are

suitable high visibility clothing;
suitable cold/wet weather clothing; and
a iull body harness with a restraint lanyard or a fall
anest lanyard suitably adiusted to prevent a fall
from the platform.

recognised training courses for those who manage
MEWP operations.

Documenting what you have done

FamiliariSatiOn

The next stage is to record the planning and
communicate it to all those involved with the work.

Before being authorised to operate a particular make
or model of MEWP, it is the employer's responsibility
to ensure that all operators are trained and
adequate time to undertake familiarisation on
use of the machine with a competent
Familiarisation should follow on lrom basic training and
should

given
the
person.

cover:

I
I
I
I
I

manutacturer's instructions and warning;
features of the specific model of
the control functions particular to the
model of
the funclion of each salety
the emergency lowering procedures.

MEWP;

MEWP;
specific
device;

Before work starts, the plan should be reviewed to
allow for any changes in circumstances, such as
changes in site access, ground conditions, the task to
be carried out, the we€ther conditions etc.
Make a record ot who has been briefed and issued
with the plan.
Tell those involved ln the work to report any problems
with the plan immedjately. Should they need to
deviate from the plan, this should be agreed with the
competent person belore any changes are made.
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Further reading
Wotuing at hetght: A bief guide Leaflet INDG401(rev2)
HSE Books 2014
www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg401 .htm
lnspecting fall arrest equipment made from webbing or
rope Leaflet |NDG367 HSE Books 2002
www.hse.gov.uk/pubnVindg36T.htm
BS 8460:2005 Safe use of MEA/PS Code of Practice
British Standards lnstitution
Crane stability on site C703 (Second edition) CIRIA

2003 tsBN 978 0 86017 703 6

Mobile elevating work platforms (MEWPg) for tree work
Leaflet AFAG4O3(revl ) HSE 2013
www.hse. gov.uklpubnyalag4o3.pdf
Best Pmctice Guidance for MEWP9: Avoiding
Trapping/Crushing lnjunes to People in the Platform
Construction Plant-hire Association www.cpa.uk.net

MEtVPs - Guidance on srcondary guarding devices
available to reduce the risk of entrapment injury UKfS
04/ 1 4-Q02 IPAF www.ipaf.org
Operating Tower Cranes in the Vicinv of Aerodromes,
Notification and En-Ro&e Obstacle Ltghtlng TIN 039
Construction Plant-hire Association 2014
www.cpa.uk.net

BS ISO 18878:2013 Mobile elevating work pkttotms.
Operator (diver) training Bitish Standards lnstitution

Further information
Avoiding danger from ovehead power lines General
Guidance Note GS6 (Fourrh edilion) HSE 2013
www.hse.gov. uk/pubnYgs6.htm
Managing health and safety in construction.
Construction (Desqn and MaBgdnent) Rqulations
2007. Approved Code of Practice L144 HSE Books
2007 lsBN 978 Q 7176 6223 4
www.hse. gov.uk/pubnvbookyl 1 44. htm
Management of Health and Safety at Wotk
Regulations 1 999 Sl 1999/3242 www.legidation.gov.
uW

uksi/ 1 9gg / 3242 / contentvmade

Safe use of wotk equipmd)t. Provision and lJse of
Work Equipment Rqulations 1998. Approved Code of
Practice and guidance 122 (hnd edition) HSE Books

2008 tsBN 978 0 7176 6295

1

www.hse.gov. uk/pubnVbooky22. htm
Safe use of lifting equipment. Lifting Operations and

Liftirp Equipment Regulations 1998. Approved Code
of Practice and guidance L1 13 HSE Books 1998 ISBN
978 0 7176 1628 2
www.hse.gov.uk/pubnVbookyl1'l

For jnformation about heatth and safety, or lo report
inconsistencies or inaccuracies in this guidance, visit
www.hse.gov.ulV. You can view HSE guidance online
and order priced publications from lhe website. HSE
priced publications are also available from bookshops.
This guidance is issued by the Health and Safety
Executive. Following the guidance is not compulsory,
unless specitically stated, and you are free to take
other action. But if you do follow the guidance you
will normally be doing enough to comply with the
law. Health and safety inspectors seek to secure
compliance with the law and may refer to this
guidance.
The Stationery Office publications are available from
The Stationery Office, PO Box 29, Norwlch NR3 1GN
Tel: 0870 600 5522 Fax:0870 600 5533
email; cuslomer.services@tso.co. uk Website:
www.tsoshop.co.uk. (fhey are also available from
bookshops.) Statutory lnstruments can be viewed free
of charge at www.legislation.gov.uk where you can
also search for changes to legislation.

3.htm

Manual handling. ManLml Handling Operations
Rqulations 1992 (as amendd). Guidance on
Regulations L23 fhird edition) HSE Books 2004

British Standards can be obtained in PDF or hard
copy tormals from BSI: http://shop.bsigroup.com or
by contacting BSI Customer Services lor hard copies
only Tel: 0845 086 9001

lsBN 978 0 7176 2823 0

email: cservices@bsigroup.com.

www. hse. gov. uVpubns/bookyl23. htm
Fall protection in mobile elevating work platforms
Technical Guidance Note H1 IPAF 2012

This leaflet is available at:
www.hse. gov.uk/pubns/geis6.hlm.

Crown copyight if you wish to reuse this
information visit www.hse.gov.uVcopyright.htm for
de'tails. First published 1O/14.
@

Familiarisation of MWPS Technical cuidance Note F1
|PAF 2007

Publishod by the Health and Safeiy ExecL4ive
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